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Listener situation awareness (SA) was assessed in a dynamic auditory-only simulated roadway 
environment created with a multi-speaker setup. The ability of the listener to accurately report 
the presence, current location, and future location of auditory “vehicles” was measured. This was 
done in the presence of different presentation methods for distracting music played over 
headphones, in order to assess which combination of methods was least detrimental to SA. The 
chief manipulation was whether distracting music was virtually spatialized, which was expected 
to increase the ease of auditory stream segregation and ultimately improve SA. Also manipulated 
were two common safety measures that interact with spatialization quality: (a) whether bone 
conduction or air conduction headphones were used; and (b) whether sounds were presented to 
one or two ears. Spatialization of distracting music had positive effects on hazard localization 
under some conditions, but negative effects on hazard presence awareness. Using one ear and 
bone conduction headphones each had positive effects on SA. Results indicate that pedestrians 
and cyclists should utilize bone conduction headphones and/or listen with one ear, and that 





1.1 Auditory Distraction in the World 
As we continue to integrate computing tasks into our daily lives, we sometimes struggle 
to maintain awareness of our immediate surroundings. While the salient image of this is the 
pedestrian staring down at a smartphone, oblivious to possible dangers, it is also common for 
pedestrians or cyclists to listen to audio while conducting these everyday movement tasks. 
Portable audio playback devices come in a variety of forms, such as earbuds, over-ear 
headphones, smartphone speakers, and one-ear “hands-free headsets.” These devices help us stay 
connected, informed and entertained while we move about the world during activities such as 
cycling, walking, or jogging. These tasks all involve navigation in dynamic spaces that present 
emergent, unpredictable hazards. For sighted individuals, safely performing these tasks is based 
to a large extent on visually scanning the environment, which should not be disrupted by 
distracting audio (Wickens, 1991). However, while the issue is often given less attention, much 
awareness of the environment and its potential hazards also comes from sounds. The human 
auditory system is well adapted to the task of identifying and orienting attention toward potential 
threats, particularly those outside of our visual field of view. Unfortunately, using portable audio 
devices can impede the auditory system’s ability to perform this key function, which has led to a 
rise in adverse events. Lichenstein, Smith, Ambrose, and Moody (2012) identified the trend of 
pedestrians wearing headphones and not hearing auditory warning signals as a common cause of 
motor vehicle collisions with pedestrians. Listening to music through earbuds lowers correct 
detection rate for cyclists attempting to hear auditory warnings (De Waard, Edlinger, & 
Brookhuis, 2011). Kuzel (2008) assessed cases in which pedestrians were distracted via audio, 
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and found a number of cases involving collision with salient roadway hazards at road crossings. 
Pedestrian fatalities, previously on the decline, increased from 2009 to 2012 (NHTSA, 2014). 
Stelling-Kończak, van Wee, Commandeur, & Hagenzieker (2017) found a majority of polled 
Dutch cyclists felt that phone conversations and music impaired their ability to perceive traffic 
sounds. While frequency of these behaviors was not significantly correlated with accident risk, 
respondents reported needing to undertake a variety of compensatory behaviors to offset their 
impaired perception, such as listening at low volume or listening with only one earbud. 
Potentially compounding this problem going forward is the increasing prevalence of relatively 
quiet electric vehicles: Stelling-Kończak, van Wee, Commandeur, & Agterberg (2016) found 
that electric vehicles tended to be localized more poorly than conventional vehicles.   
In spite of the dangers, these behaviors continue to be common. Goldebeld et al. (2012) 
surveyed Dutch cyclists (which comprised around 50% of the population of the Netherlands in 
2003 (Daniel, 2003)) and found that over a third of cyclists aged 12-34 and around a fifth of 
those aged 35+ “always” or “nearly always” listened to music while cycling, even in the high-
risk situations of riding at night, crossing an intersection, or riding in heavy traffic. 
While the pervasiveness of cycling, as well as cycling behaviors, is different in the U.S., 
there is evidence distracted cycling is a growing problem there as well. A 2012 NHTSA report 
found that around 1/5 of U.S. cyclists at least sometimes used electronic devices while they were 
cycling, and that 3% reported a bicycle-related injury in the last two years. Meanwhile, more 
respondents reported that they were cycling “more often” than “less often” in the previous year 
(comparing 2012 to 2011) than when this question was asked in 2002 (comparing to 2001); in 
2002, “more often” and “less often” replies were equally common (Schroeder & Wilbur, 2012).  
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There are a variety of possible benefits to both society and the individual that can be 
expected to occur with increased travel using bicycles or by foot, such as reduced emissions, 
health benefits, reduction in vehicle-related expenses, and urban space reclamation. However, 
the confluence of increased interest in cycling and walking in urban areas, an increased number 
in electric vehicles, and the increasing ubiquity of portable audio devices means that the issue of 
auditory distraction is likely to get worse in the near future.  
1.2 Possible Solutions 
From a public health perspective, common approaches to addressing this issue has been 
to run awareness campaigns to promote safer behaviors, or make such behaviors illegal. The 
majority of government-issued guidelines relating to auditory distractions for pedestrians relate 
to either turning the volume down far enough so that a person can still hear their environment, or 
to not wear headphones at all in specific situations such as at crosswalks (Mwakalonge, Suihi, & 
White, 2015). 
There is also a growing effort to approach the problem through the development of new 
technologies – specifically, technologies that modify the playback method. Several approaches to 
maintaining awareness of the environment while hearing digital content have been proposed. 
Lindeman, Noma, and de Barros (2007) characterized these two approaches as “mic-through” 
and “hear-though.”  
“Mic-through” or “pass-through” devices record environment sounds through in-ear 
microphones and play them back in real-time through headphones. Mic-through devices were 
first patented in 2006 (Lee & Arthur, 2006). At present, mic-through devices have gotten some 
traction amongst consumer devices, but the current implementation is cruder than it will likely be 
in the future; at present, these devices allow adjustment of mic-through volume as a whole, and 
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there are limitations on sound fidelity and timeliness. This type of system also has been applied 
effectively when auditory SA is needed alongside hearing protection devices (Killion, Monroe & 
Drambarean, 2011). Mic-through devices may in the near future offer a great deal of control and 
flexibility to listeners by intelligently allowing only certain sounds to be presented to the listener. 
 “Hear-through” or, more literally, “non-ear-covering” (Mwakalonge, White & Siuhi, 
2014) devices remove as much of the physical obstruction posed by the device as possible, and 
allow environment audio to pass unimpeded into the listener’s ear. This can be accomplished by 
mounting a small directional speaker on a person’s head, aimed at their ear, but is at present most 
often accomplished by using bone conduction (BC) headphones. BC headphones vibrate sound 
through bones of a listener’s skull (generally the cheek bones or the mastoid process) rather than 
the air in the ear canal. These sounds then propagate into the cochlea, thus bypassing the outer 
and middle ear. This leaves the ear canal unobstructed, and allows sounds from the environment 
to stimulate the tympanic membrane without degradation. 
 
      Figure 1. Promotional material for Trekz Titanium BC headphones1 
                                                




BC headphones (see Figure 1) are currently in use by cyclists, runners, professionals, and 
persons with low vision. There are three main differences between AC and BC devices. First, 
since they do not reduce the intensity of environment sounds, and generally cannot operate at 
high volume without resorting to undesirable AC “leakage” to augment sounds, the ratio of 
environment sounds to headphone content is often higher than with AC devices. However, this of 
course depends on the volume at which a person chooses to listen. 
Second, leaving the outer-ear open means that environment sounds are not subjected to 
muffling or distortion associated with earbuds or over-ear devices. While an AC earbud is still 
permeable to sound, the sound that passes through is not the same as the sound that initially 
struck the earbud, which means that the listener has a degraded input source from which to 
reconstruct a model of their environment. 
Third, the frequencies that are transmittable from BC devices (i.e., transducer response), 
as well as the equal-loudness curves for BC sound itself (Walker & Stanley, 2005), are not the 
same between AC and BC. Generally, BC sounds are characterized by inadequate high and low 
ranges, with over-represented midrange. While this negatively impacts sound quality and speech 
intelligibility (Gripper, McBride, Osafo-Yeboah, & Jiang, 2007), it can also be expected to lead 
to lessened simultaneous-masking of environment sounds. 
Thus, while BC devices are likely to be at least marginally better for SA compared to 
moderately obstructing AC earbuds, the extent to which this is true, and the form the advantages 
take, is worthy of exploration. Several studies have made steps toward addressing this question, 
but have not utilized a realistic task environment. Chang-Geun, Lee and Spencer (2011) found 
that participants had impaired performance on a simple SA task (detection of a sound while 




walking on a treadmill) while listening to music over BC headphones, compared to not listening 
to music, but improved performance relative to AC earbuds. May and Walker (2017) evaluated 
participants’ accuracy in localizing static targets, in the presence of different types of BC 
distractors (speech only versus speech + music) and under two types of secondary task 
instructions (instruction to ignore distractors and instruction to attend to distractors). They found 
that localization performance was worse for all conditions, compared to a condition with no 
distractors, and that localization performance was worse in the music+speech condition 
compared to the speech only condition. No differences were found between “attend” and 
“ignore” conditions. These findings suggested that simultaneous masking can still be expected to 
have significant detrimental effects on SA-supporting processes such as localization, even when 
BC headphones are used, environmental sounds are unimpeded and clearly audible, and the 
listener is explicitly instructed to attend to environment sounds. 
 “Mic-through” devices will have analogous issues. Since no microphone is perfect 
(especially one small enough to fit inside an earbud), and no speaker is perfect, environment 
sounds will always be reproduced in a degraded form. 
Thus, current consumer trends toward the development of “hear-through” and “mic-
through” devices do not go far enough; distracting audio needs to be further adjusted so that it is 
less disruptive to SA-supporting processes. The present study is aimed at evaluating one such 
intervention, and how it interacts with a listener’s choice of device type (standard AC or hear-
through BC), as well as their choice to use both ears or just one. 
1.3 Formation of Situation Awareness 
When assessing additional interventions that could improve SA, it is crucial to 
understand how auditory SA is achieved. SA in general was characterized by Endsley (1987) as 
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“the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the 
comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.” The 
process by which SA is generated is known as situation assessment (Endsley, 1995). Endsley 
characterized SA as having three levels, each corresponding with both increased computational 
difficulty and increased understanding of one’s environment as it relates to the task at hand. 
While situation assessment ultimately requires higher order cognitive processing, it first 
requires that certain essential elements– bits of information crucial to task performance– are 
perceived successfully (Endsley, 1987). As such, Level 1 SA was characterized as perception, or 
the process of noticing the presence of elements in the environment, or the presence of changes 
in those elements, without necessarily being able to attach meaning to said elements.  
Maintenance of Level 1 SA can be achieved to some extent through stimulus salience 
effects and attentional capture by key elements (Salvendy, 2012), but may also require that 
selective attention is shifted through an environment with a pattern that allows a person to notice 
key elements. While the least cognitively complex of the SA levels, Jonas and Endsley (1996) 
found that the bulk of aircraft accidents were attributable to a failure at this level– i.e., often 
times people simply fail to notice things.  
To generate level 1 SA, preattentive processes, such as feature detection and stimulus-
driven (“bottom-up”) pop-out effects (Triesman & Paterson, 1984), act on a scene, and then a 
person may notice these, or not, depending on the salience of the stimuli and their choice of 
selective attention allocation. Endsley (1995) noted that, at this stage, cue salience has a large 
impact on the extent to which a given element is processed as a distinct object, separate from its 
perceptual “background,” and is thus can be represented properly in a person’s situation model. 
These preattentive distinctions assist subsequent active application of selective attention in 
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drawing useful information into working memory. Stronger preattentive distinctions can make 
subsequent application of selective attention (perhaps as part of a visual scanning pattern) more 
information-lucrative (Salvendy, 2012).  
Level 2 SA was characterized as comprehension, which is the process of relating 
elements that have been perceived to the task at hand, imbuing them with meaning, and 
integrating them into a mental model. Endsley (1987) characterized this mental model as an 
internal representation of the environment, while Durso et al. (1995) highlighted that it can also 
be a distributed model comprised of references to information stored in the environment. Level 2 
highlights the difference between perceiving elements, and comprehending their meaning. This 
may be due to degraded perception, or a failure to properly match information about an element 
to known schemas and the task at hand (Salvendy, 2012). Maintaining this level of SA hinges 
upon correct perception of key aspects of SA elements as well as attaining an understanding of 
how those elements relate to future behavioral choices (Endsley, 1995). 
Finally, Level 3 SA, known as projection, describes a person’s ability to integrate Level 1 
and 2 information with existing knowledge and schemas in order to produce a mental model that 
can be “played forward” in time.  Achieving this can require extensive manipulation of objects in 
working memory.  The cognitive workload associated with creating and maintaining a 
comprehensive mental model, as well as matching the current situation with related schema 
stored in long term memory and doing the “playing forward” itself may be extensive. A person’s 
working memory capacity (Wickens et al., 1987) as well as their experience level and (relatedly) 
whether they have appropriate pre-existing knowledge structures that can be brought to bear on a 
situation and are properly activated (Fracker, 1988) all affect Level 3 SA. 
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In summation, SA proceeds from basic perception toward complex, higher order 
understanding of the environment, and is more than simply being able to detect alerts and 
warnings. Failures or slight inaccuracies at lower levels can propagate up to higher levels. 
1.4 Forming SA from Sound 
SA derived from a person’s auditory environment operates in a similar fashion to the 
visual-centric mode in which SA is typically discussed, but there are a few important differences. 
Many of these differences stem from the unique perceptual challenges of perceiving auditory 
objects relative to visual objects. Consideration of visual-centric SA may focus on constraints 
derived from the need to serially shift the eyes between different well-formed perceptual objects 
in the environment, in addition to the aforementioned difficulties with working memory. Often, 
each item is relatively clear when attended to (instrument gauges, icons on a display, etc.), but 
there is simply not enough time to keep them all current in a person’s internal/distributed 
representation. By contrast, when generating SA from auditory environment features, there is a 
significant bottleneck present in terms of creating the perceptual objects themselves. In dynamic 
auditory environments, it is rare for only a single sound to be playing at one time. As such, 
finding out which components of sound input correspond to which objects in the environment is 
a core problem of auditory perception, similar to how Gestalt principles and figure-ground 
discrimination are important for visual perception (Bregman, 1994). Auditory scene analysis is 
the perceptual organization process through which the undifferentiated input waveform is parsed 
into a number of useful auditory objects (Bregman, 1994). While some of separation can be 
achieved through analysis of a single moment in time, many of these discriminations must be 
built up over time into separate auditory streams via the process of auditory stream segregation 
(Bregman, 1994). When these streams correspond to auditory objects (Bizley & Cohen, 2013), 
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they can be incorporated into a person’s situation model. As such, the quality of stream 
segregation that is able to be achieved is crucial to supporting SA in dynamic auditory 
environments. There are a variety of features of sound sources that the auditory system will 
utilize to build up a greater number of streams. Designers of auditory displays often craft display 
elements so that each dimension gives the listener a variety of these cues, to support 
simultaneous comprehension of multiple data dimensions (Nees & Walker, 2009). Before 
discussing these cues, it is important to note that there is evidence that stream segregation also 
depends on person’s allocation of selective attention. Cusack, Deeks, Aikmen and Carlyon 
(2004) proposed the “hierarchical decomposition” model of stream segregation, in which 
preattentive processes automatically split the input waveform along basic, high level categorical 
divisions present in an auditory scene, and attention allocation is required to create further splits. 
For example, restaurant noise could be preattentively divided into “band playing” and “people 
talking” without requiring that a person be attending to either of those stream clusters. However, 
there is evidence that allocation of attention is necessary to split elements within those high-level 
categories. In the restaurant example, attention would need to be allocated toward “people 
talking” in order to create streams for specific conversations of interest. 
Regardless of the allocation of attention, if sound sources are distinct enough in terms of 
the various stream segregation cues, the hierarchical decomposition model predicts that these can 
be separated in an automated, pre-attentive manner. This is similar to the visual perceptual 
grouping and “pop-out” effects described by Triesman and Paterson (1984). If preattentive 
segregation is not possible, increasing stream distinctness still increases the ease with which a 
listener brings their selective attention to bear on one aspect of the environment and further 
segregate those streams. 
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Another issue specific to auditory SA are the spatial computation problems of (a) 
localizing auditory objects and (b) tracking multiple spatial objects over time. Sound source 
localization is itself a complex computational issue (Neuhoff, 2004). Frequency-selective 
masking can disrupt two of the main binaural cues, front-back reversals are common, and 
reverberations can lead to decreased localization accuracy (Hafter, Saberi, Jensen & Briolle, 
1992). 
Finally, the difficulty associated with tracking multiple auditory objects over time has not 
been studied extensively on its own. Often, the problem of stream segregation or localization of 
individual objects becomes a perceptual bottleneck before any perceptual or working memory 
limitation on spatial object tracking would come into play. 
1.5.1 Sound-based SA for Cyclists and Pedestrians 
Stelling-	Kończak, Hagenzieker, and van Wee (2015) provided an overview of auditory 
perception and SA formation issues that are faced by distracted cyclists. These issues center on 
task difficulty associated with stream segregation; as such, stream segregation was targeted as 
the area in need of technological intervention.  
In multi-task scenarios such as riding a bicycle and listening to music, two scenarios may 
occur. In one, the cyclist is focusing selective attention on their music. Here, when pre-attentive 
stream segregation is able to produce a useful auditory object (such as a car coming up to their 
side), this object may be represented in their situation model. Technological interventions that 
decrease the computational difficulty of the stream segregation problem may lead to preattentive 
segregation processes delineating an oncoming vehicle sooner rather than later. 
In the other scenario, the cyclist is deliberately shifting selective attention between music 
or other computing sounds, and the “road sounds” stream cluster. Since stream segregation is a 
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process that happens over time (i.e., streams take time to build up), this scenario – that is, one in 
which selective attention switches back and forth between stream clusters without lingering on 
one for very long – is not ideal. Here, interventions that increase the ease of stream segregation 
will decrease the amount of time it takes the listener to become aware of traffic sounds after a 
shift in selective attention. 
Setting aside the presence of distracting digital sounds, the specific listening task of the 
cyclist is to keep aware of the position and direction of movement of the vehicles in their 
immediate vicinity. If the cyclist is following a vehicle, they may use their sight to keep track of 
the lead vehicle. If they are riding in a bike lane, audio may be needed to maintain awareness of 
the vehicle behind them and to one side.  
The task faced by the pedestrian crossing the street or walking down the sidewalk is 
similar. The sighted pedestrian generally looks one way, then the next, and must keep track of 
one or more vehicles that may approach unexpectedly from either direction.  
In both cases, the number of objects to be tracked and modeled is relatively small- 
perhaps one to four vehicles. The bulk of the difficulty in this task stems from correctly 
perceiving the presence, location and direction of travel of the vehicles, in the presence of 
extensive background city noise as well as noise generated by other vehicles. In isolation, this 
could be a moderately difficult exercise in spatial auditory object tracking and selective attention. 
However, in the presence of the aforementioned ambient and competing vehicle noises, stream 
segregation may become the key source of difficulty. Layering additional noise stemming from 




Thus, the present work focuses on technological interventions that could improve the 
quality of auditory stream segregation, which may then alleviate deficits in higher level SA and, 
ultimately, task performance, that may stem from the inherent difficulty of the stream 
segregation problem in these task contexts. The focus is on correct perception of elements 
critical to forming SA, rather than the presence of more the higher level-understanding more 
typical to operationalizations of SA. 
1.5 Auditory Stream Segregation Cues 
Bregman (1994), and Cusack and Carolyn (2004) described the set of features that, when 
present, make the stream segregation task easier.  
Many known stream segregation cues relate to an analysis of the frequencies present in a 
sound. First, the overall frequency content of a given sound is a cue for stream segregation. 
Sounds that contain intensity in different bands of the spectrum are more likely to be segregated. 
Relatedly, pitch, or the fundamental frequency of a sound, is also used as a cue. Harmonicity is 
also used as a cue: if one sound could be within the harmonic complex of another sound, then 
that sound is less likely to be segregated. Also, the timbre of a sound, which stems from the 
harmonic profile as well as details such as the attack/decay rate and presence of vibrato, can be 
used as a cue (Iverson, 1995). Finally, the variance of pitch over time in the form of a melodic 
pattern is known to be used by the auditory system to segregate streams (Szalardy et al., 2014) 
The auditory system also uses several cues relating to sound intensity. The first is the 
overall intensity of a sound: if two sounds vary greatly in intensity, they are likely to be 
segregated (Cusack & Carolyn, 2004). Relatedly, patterns in amplitude variations over time 
(tempo) can also be used to delineate sounds (Szalardy et al., 2014). 
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There is also strong evidence that spatial separation increases the ease of stream 
segregation (Bohm et al., 2013; Cusack et al., 2004; Denham et al., 2010; Szalardy et al., 2013). 
Further, the greater the apparent difference in the angle of origin for two incoming sound 
sources, the more likely the two sound sources will be rendered as separate perceptual objects 
(Bonebright et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2003). Middlebrooks and Onsan (2012) found that stream 
can be segregated with as little as 8 degrees of spatial separation. There is also some evidence 
that the reflections and echoes of a sound are used as cues, separate from the apparent angle of a 
stream (Blauert, 1999). 
Several of these cues have been shown to lose their effectiveness in the presence of 
distractors or other degradation. Frequency-specific hearing impairments have been associated 
with deficits in stream segregation ability, by disrupting frequency-related cues (Oxenham, 
2008). Cusack and Carolyn (2004) noted that masking noise, on principle, can effectively 
remove several of the aforementioned cues.  
1.5.1 Stream Segregation Cues in the Roadway Environment 
When it comes to motor vehicle sounds, some of these cues can be expected to be more 
useful than others.  Each vehicle may have a slightly different timbre. Pitch, frequency content 
and harmonicity may differ slightly as well. One might utilize the “melodic” pattern of a 
vehicle’s acceleration as a cue, as well. However, to a certain extent, motor vehicles sound alike 
in these regards, and may be similar in the aforementioned ways to the environmental ambience 
as well (more-so in an urban environment).  However, intensity, amplitude variations over time, 
and the spatial cues of location and reflection/echoes are likely to be more useful, because only 
these are truly unique to each vehicle. 
1.6 Spatial Auditory Processing  
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Unlike other stream segregation cues, the use of location/ spatial separation as a cue may 
require increased load on a separate neural pathway and, possibly, a separate processing resource 
pool. In effect, locating a sound in space may be a separate cognitive-perceptual task and source 
of difficulty as compared to delineating an auditory stream from undifferentiated input. 
Based on studies of macaque brains, Rauschecker (1998) proposed that auditory 
information processing is divided into a parietal-lateral prefrontal “dorsal” pathway and an 
anterior temporal-inferior frontal “ventral” pathway. In this theory, the dorsal or “where” 
pathway processes primarily spatial and location information, whereas the ventral “what” 
pathway processes primarily information relating to sound identity. Neuroimaging studies have 
provided support for the existence of separate neurological processing areas that fit this division. 
Recanzone (2000) found populations of neurons in dorsal areas –but not ventral areas– that were 
strongly location-tuned. Lomber and Malhotra (2008) used a reversible cooling method to 
deactivate parts of a cat non-primary auditory cortex. They found that deactivation of dorsal 
stream areas led to deficits in sound localization tasks, while deactivation of ventral stream areas 
led to deficits in the ability to identify sound patterns. Ahveninen et al. (2006) conducted an 
fMRI study on humans and found that activation in dorsal auditory areas increased when the 
location of a spoken phoneme changed, but not when the phoneme itself changed. Conversely, if 
only the phoneme itself changed, but the location remained the same, activity increased in the 
ventral stream but not in the dorsal stream. Lesion studies have provided similar results. Adriani 
et al. (2003) studied patients who had lesions in the dorsal or ventral pathways and found that 
those with dorsal lesions tended to have deficiencies in sound localization and motion 




It is worth noting that some recent work has suggested that dorsal and ventral pathways 
may be more tightly integrated. Bizley and Cohen (2013) proposed that the formation of auditory 
objects occurs through an integrated process in which dorsal and ventral areas collaborate. 
Cloutman (2013) reviewed literature on visual, linguistic, and auditory dual-stream processing 
divisions and characterized proposed models into three categories: models that propose full 
independent processing until higher cortical integration; models that postulate feedback flowing 
up one system and down the other; and “continuous cross-talk” models in which the two systems 
communicate laterally in a feed-forward fashion. Of import here is that the dorsal auditory 
stream has been shown to precede the ventral stream. Leavitt et al. (2011) found that EEG 
response increased in dorsal areas around 90ms after auditory stimulus onset, whereas response 
in ventral areas increased around 100ms around stimulus onset. Chen et al. (2007) suggested that 
this time precedence (for visual pathways, in this case), as well as the observation of concurrent 
activation in some dorsal and ventral areas, was evidence of lateral activation flowing directly 
from the dorsal to the ventral stream. Alternatively, Jaaskelainen et al. (2004) found evidence 
suggesting that the (visual) dorsal stream acts to influence the (visual) ventral stream in a top-
down fashion through the prefrontal cortex, with feedback flowing back down to orient ventral 
stream processing toward features key to the ventral stream’s task of object identification. 
Finally, it is worth nothing that some of the processing that can be characterized as 
“stream segregation” occurs at very low level in the auditory pathway (during the first ~90ms 
after transduction, before any dorsal/ventral split), and that streaming-related computations that 





1.6.1 Spatial and Sound Identity Processing: Practical Distinctions 
While the literature is clear on the presence of a functional and neurological split, it is 
less clear whether spatial and non-spatial sound identity processing streams should be treated as 
separate resource pools (Wickens, 2007). However, regardless of the extent to which stream 
segregation and spatial location determination are truly separate and parallel tasks, it is apparent 
that the task of keeping track of the location of auditory objects is different from the task of 
keeping auditory objects distinct. One can imagine a scenario in which a listener must keep track 
of the location of 3-5 well-formed, distinct auditory objects, each moving about rapidly. This 
task would be difficult for spatial processing faculties, but workable for sound identity 
processing. Alternatively, one can imagine a scenario in which two auditory objects that have 
near-identical frequency content, intensity, etc. are unmoving, and located at the same location in 
space. The listener would find this taxing on their stream segregation capacities, but not on their 
ability to process the spatial locations of the object(s). 
Thus, the performance impact of virtually spatializing computing audio depends on the 
relative impact of these two processing considerations, and which processing subsystem is the 
“bottleneck” in this type of task. Regardless of the extent to which virtually spatializing 
distracting audio would increase load specifically on a spatial audio “resource pool”, it is 
inarguably providing more information for spatial processing faculties to process, even as it 
provides an additional cue for stream segregation. Adding spatial audio effects is providing 
additional, helpful information, but also increasing the complexity of the auditory space in other 
ways; as such, the effects on SA cannot be predicted. In light of this, investigating how distractor 
sounds could be given a virtual spatial component, as well as how such an effect might interact 
with other common safety-related listening manipulations, is the focus of the present work.  
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1.7 Virtually Spatialized Audio 
1.7.1 Definitions of Key Terms 
When considering spatial audio, it is helpful to understand the relevant terms and 
perceptual phenomena. Plenge (1974) demonstrated that there is a qualitative difference between 
headphone sounds that are lateralized– that is, tending to be perceived as emanating from a 
certain intracranial location, and headphone sounds that are localized– that is, tending to be 
perceived as originating from a specific extracranial location. In this paper, localization is 
considered to be the combination of lateralization (the “specific direction” component) and 
externalization (the “extracranial location” component, to be contrasted with internalization). 
Intracranial sounds that seem to have a “direction of origin” (Iwaki & Chigira, 2016) can be 
described as lateralized; not all intracranial sounds are lateralized (such as stereo headphone 
sounds in which both channels are the same). Similarly, an extracranial sound need not be 
localized; identical sounds that come from speakers placed at equal distance to the left and right 
will be externalized, but not necessarily localized. 
While lateralization, externalization, and localization are perceptual phenomena, 
spatialization refers to the process of taking an artificial sound and manipulating it to induce the 
perception of localization.  
1.7.2 Spatial Audio Overview 
Virtual spatialization effects are currently uncommon in portable electronics. Content 
delivered through stereo headsets typically does not include consistent cues to the location of 
virtual sound sources, aside from occasional panning effects used in music, movies and games. 
Most stimuli that listeners currently experience while navigating in the world are presented in 
(mostly) mirrored stereo and thus can be said to have a minimal spatial component. However, the 
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concept of “Mobile Augmented Reality Audio (MARA)” (Härmä et al., 2004) has been around 
for some time. 
Virtually spatialized auditory objects have been used in auditory menu interfaces 
designed for low vision users (Zhao et al., 2007) and for drivers who need to keep their eyes on 
the road (Sodnik et al., 2008). Härmä et al. (2003) described “wearable augmented reality audio” 
devices that blend virtual sound sources with real sound sources. Systems such have these have 
been evaluated by Loomis, Golledge, and Klatzky (2001) as well as Walker and Lindsay (2006) 
and Wilson et al. (2007). These systems use spatialized auditory beacons as navigation aids for 
blind or situationally blind users.  
However, not all virtually spatialized sounds have a clearly corresponding location or 
direction in real space. Härmä et al. (2003) called sounds that lack a multimodal correspondence 
“freely floating acoustic events,” which they defined specifically as “[audio] events that are not 
connected to objects in the user’s environment.” They enumerated possible uses of such 
information; these include alerts, news, and music listening. To date, freely-floating acoustic 
events, and their potential impact on SA compared to traditional “non-spatial” acoustic events, 
has not been considered. 
1.7.3 Implementing Virtually Spatialized Audio 
Härmä et al. (2003) proposed five prerequisite aspects of a headphone sound signal that 
may be required to spatialize a sound. These can be grouped into effects that primarily support 
lateralization, and those that support primarily externalization.  
1.7.3.1 Creating Lateralization 
Two of the perquisites laid out by Härmä et al. (2003) that correspond primarily with 
lateralization are the implementation of Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) and changes 
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due to head tracking. HRTFs work by applying spectral distortion to audio depending on its 
virtual location in order to simulate the differential effects that the human pinnae, head, and 
shoulders have on incoming sounds, based on the direction from which they come. These HRTFs 
can be generalized across humans or can be customized for a given person’s pinnae shape. While 
customized versions are preferable, and are more likely to induce externalization, generalized 
HRTFs can be effective at inducing at least lateralization. Unlike other effects, HRTFs reduce 
front-back reversals and allow for elevation discrimination, as well as providing an additional 
azimuth cue (Begault, Wenzel & Anderson, 2001).  
Two other effects help with left-right discrimination, and have been traditionally used to 
lateralize sounds. These are sometimes included as components of the HRTF, while in other 
cases (and in this paper) the HRTF refers only to spectral manipulations. Interaural 
Level/Intensity difference (ILD) between the two sources can be simulated by modifying the 
volume received by the left or right ears (or in the single ear, if only one ear is being used) based 
on which ear is closer to the virtual sound source. Interaural Time/Phase Difference (ITD) can be 
simulated by introducing a brief delay between when a sound is played in one ear compared to 
the other (Bernstein, 1997). For continuous sounds such as music, this amounts to slightly phase-
shifting the left and right audio. 
1.7.3.2 Creating Externalization 
Härmä et al. (2003) also described cues that relate specifically to externalization. 
Acoustic environment simulation or, at least, parameter-based reverberation effects, were given 
as a prerequisite for creating audio that is externalized, over and above being lateralized. Blauert 
(1999) characterized the common phenomena of headphone users experiencing sounds as being 
intracranial. Zahorik (1998) demonstrated that externalization was achievable over headphones 
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using in-ear microphone recordings, which inherently incorporated realistic acoustic sound 
diffusion. Simulating this through programmatic effects requires implementing several features. 
A basic cue for sound source externalization is loudness. Coleman (1963) found that the sound 
level of a source that retains consistent intensity falls off by 6dB each time the distance of the 
source is doubled (setting aside reverberations). However, Mershon & King (1975) showed that 
intensity is a cue primarily for relative distance if a sound source is presented multiple times in 
sequence. Reverberation, however, is an absolute distance cue. A low ratio of initial sound 
volume to subsequent reverberations of that sound indicates that a source is far from the listener 
(Mershon & King, 1975). The fidelity of reverberations required to induce an externalization 
illusion may be moderate. Begault, Wenzel, and Anderson (2001) found no differences between 
an “early reflection” reverberation model using either 800ms of simulated room-model 
reverberation or a full aural reflection condition with 2200ms of simulated room-model 
reverberation. Higher fidelity sound diffusion models, commonly implemented using finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) waveform simulations, model environmental features such as 
occlusion and diffraction (Savioja, Lokki, & Väänänen, 1999). In the current use case of mobile 
computing, it is currently prohibitively difficult to calculate realistic reverberation and waveform 
propagation effects, with an accurate world model and in real-time, but broad matches to a 
listener’s acoustic space may be feasible. Finally, Loomis, Klatzky, and Golledge (1999) 
described several other minor externalization cues including spectral changes due to transmission 
through the air, and motion parallax. For the present study, complex acoustic simulation was not 
attempted due to resource limitations. 
1.7.3.3 Matching Expectations and Creating Multimodal Connections 
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The final prerequisites of Härmä et al. (2003) were multimodal connections and user 
expectations. For freely-floating acoustic events, multimodal connections do not exist in the 
world. Such connections could be created in a mobile computing context through visual 
augmented reality rendering of elements that coincide spatially with the virtually spatialized 
audio elements. User expectations are difficult to characterize in a mobile computing context. 
Expectations about the listening environmentf will change moment-to-moment, and expectations 
about the virtual sounds themselves may not yet exist. Users could, however, be told to expect a 
spatialized audio signal, or could be given visual accompaniment such as an inactive physical 
speaker to take advantage of these effects. 
1.7.3.4 Combining Effects to Achieve Spatialization 
When the aforementioned effects are implemented with sufficient accuracy, listeners can 
be made to perceive a spatialized sound. Begault and Wenzel (1991), using many of the 
aforementioned effects, first demonstrated how externalization could be achieved using 
headphones and simulated sound properties, instead of in-ear recordings. Begault, Wenzel, and 
Anderson (2001) found that a combination of generalized HRTFs, reverberation and head 
tracking led participants to report that virtual sounds were externalized and located at a distinct 
location in space 79% of the time (compared to only 40% with HRTFs alone with no 
reverberation effects). Loomis, Klatzky, and Golledge (1999) found that effective reverberation 
and ILDs were most important to achieving localizability.  
1.8 Common Safety-Related Playback Choices That Affect Spatialization Quality 
Several device choices that a person may make in order to minimize auditory distraction, 
interact with how virtual spatialization of distracting audio content is likely to be perceived.  
1.8.1 Presenting to One or Two Ears 
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First, whether a device plays audio to one ear or both will influence the extent to which 
spatialization effects may be implementable. Listening with one ear is a common practice used 
by cyclists (and recommended by some governments [Mwakalonge, Suihi, & White, 2015]) for 
reducing distraction. However, virtual spatialization effects may require two ear-input to 
function effectively, due to the cues of ILD and ITD not operating when only one ear is used. 
Regardless of whether spatialization effects are present, one-ear presentation is a scenario in 
which distractor sounds are being presented at a constant location within the listener’s head 
(lateralized), while presenting to both ears can produce a sound that does not appear to have a 
point of origin. As such, while the use of one ear versus two obviously affects simple audibility, 
it also affects whether distractor sounds have a salient spatial component (one-ear presentation) 
or not (two-ear presentation).  
1.8.2 Use of AC or BC Headphones 
A person who is striving to avoid distraction may also elect to use BC headphones. 
Whether an AC or BC device is used can be expected to have some impact on the degree to 
which virtual spatialization effects are effective. Until relatively recently, even lateralization was 
not thought to be feasible via BC devices. There are three main difficulties to spatial audio 
implementations over bone conduction: (a) degradation of spectral cues due to over-
representation of midrange frequencies (Walker & Stanley, 2005); (b) reduction of ITD due to 
the physics of bone conduction; and (c) limited ILD due to crosstalk within the skull 
(MacDonald, Henry, & Letowski, 2006). 
Walker and Stanley (2005) demonstrated that lateralization was possible with BC 
headphones, but found that performance was inferior to AC headphones. Walker and Stanley 
(2005) found that participants were less accurate at identifying the location of BC sounds that 
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were virtually lateralized along the left-right plane. MacDonald, Henry, and Letowski (2006) 
compared localization performance for virtually spatialized sounds played through BC or AC 
devices. The authors noted that BC devices typically cannot effectively convey higher 
frequencies- in particular those associated with interaural level differences, which are most 
effective for high frequency sounds. While they found that successful lateralization was possible 
over BC, they did not measure perceptions of externalization. Lindeman, Noma, and de Barros 
(2007) compared HRTF-spatialized sounds presented through BC and AC, and found that 
localization accuracy (naming the correct speaker) was lower when BC headphones were used. 
Compensation methods have been developed for the three aforementioned difficulties 
introduced by BC when attempting to present spatialized audio. 
Stanley (2009) developed “bone adjustment functions” (BAFs) to compensate for the 
misrepresentation of HRTF spectral cues when BC is used (again, broadly speaking due to over-
emphasis of the midrange). Stanley (2009) found that localization performance was improved for 
HRTF-spatialized sounds presented over BC when a BAF was applied; however, this difference 
was only significant for elevation judgments (in which spectral cues are most important). Iwaki 
and Chigara (2016) used an adjustment procedure to produce compensation filters for correcting 
ILD and ITD differences when using BC. Localization error relative to AC-spatialized sounds 
was reduced when these two (participant-specific) compensatory filters were applied. 
A main issue with these compensatory methods is that (a) workable generalizable 
functions have not yet been developed and (b) convenient calibration methods have not been 
developed. Stanley (2009) wrote that BAFs were quite different between individuals; Iwaki and 
Chigara (2016) noted the same for the ILD and ITD compensations. As such, for the present 
study, no compensations were made when BC headphones were used. In the present study, 
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generic spatial audio effects were applied to BC and AC, without compensation for BC. Thus, 
one research question was simply whether uncompensated spatial audio effects, degraded as they 
were by BC presentation, might be equally effective in increasing the ease of stream segregation 
and ultimately SA formation.  
Setting aside the question of whether spatial audio is feasible through BC, BC devices 
have also not been evaluated in a realistic listening context with multilevel measures of SA. 
Mwakalonge, White, and Siuhi (2014) pointed to BC devices as a possible technological 
intervention to distracted cycling, and recommended work be done to verify the extent to which 
this may be true. There are several advantages that BC devices have over AC, but these may be 
relatively minor in terms of their practical impact. BC devices (1) preserve the original frequency 
content of environment sounds, and (2) lead to a different perceived frequency content of 
computing distractor sounds– generally, sounds are more limited in frequency to midranges 
(Walker & Stanley, 2005).  
However, it remains to be seen whether these differences are impactful enough to create a 
significant difference between BC and AC earbuds when distractors are played at matched 
loudness.  
1.9 Current Study 
The present study investigated whether virtual spatialization of distracting music could be 
used to improve listener SA in a dynamic environment. Three factors were manipulated: (1) 
whether presentation occurred in one ear or both ears; (2) whether spatialization effects were 
present or absent; and (3) whether AC earbuds or BC headphones were used. The target context 
was that of using headphones to listen to music while attempting to maintain SA and navigate a 






Participants followed a procedure similar to May and Walker (2017), but extended to 
include direct assessment of SA in a dynamic auditory environment. Participants sat in the 
middle of a circular array of speakers. They performed a visual-motor navigation task 
administered via four screens, while tracking the sounds of two simulated vehicles played over 
the speakers, and hearing distracting music in one of eight possible conditions. Periodically, all 
sounds ceased playing and participants responded to questions reflecting their SA. 
2.2 Participants 
Participants were 62 undergraduates from a major southeastern technical university, 28 
male and 34 female, aged 18-27 (M = 19.97, SD = 1.73). When asked to report the frequency of 
relevant activities on a scale of 1(not often) to 6 (very often), participants reported having little 
experience using bone conduction headphones (M = 1.04, SD = 1.87), or riding a bike while 
listening to headphones (M = 0.79, SD = 1.35). However, participants reported that they fairly 
frequently (1) walked while listening to music (M = 4.20, SD = 1.69) and (2) jogged while 
listening to music (M = 3.20, SD = 1.88). Seventy-nine percent of participants had music 
experience (M = 6.88 years, SD = 4.80).  Eighty percent of participants had experience with 
video games (M = 6.40 years, SD = 5.07).  
Participants reported using a variety of strategies for safely listening to music while out 
and about. Ten participants mentioned that they keep the volume low, and ten participants 
reported generally leaving one headphone out. Three participants reported that they tried to use 
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vision to be more aware of their surroundings, and three said they took special precautions when 
crossing the street. 
2.3 Apparatus 
2.3.1 Study Environment 
Figure 2 shows the study environment. Study sessions were carried out in room with 
partial sound-proofing and low levels of ambient noise. Participants sat on a swiveling chair so 
they could quickly and comfortably rotate to respond to questions. A frame was built around this 
chair, from which hung a circular curtain of acoustically transparent fabric. This purpose of this 
was to render participants unable to see the speakers or use their vision to augment responses. 
Blocking vision in this manner was recommended by Letowski and Letowski (2012) for auditory 
localization testing. 
 




 Sixteen Eris E52 studio monitor speakers were used to render environment sounds 
(Figure 3). These speakers were designed for sound design, and had a relatively flat frequency 
response. Sounds were programmatically panned between these speakers to create an arbitrary 
number of apparent sound directions of origin, and the illusion of a continuous soundscape. 
 
     Figure 3. Configuration of speakers, circular curtain, four screens, and seated participant.  
 
                                                





2.3.3 Headphone Devices 
 The BC device used was a pair of Trekz Titanium3 BC headphones (Figure 4, left). The 
AC device was a set of wired Apple earbuds. These were routed audio wirelessly via a Bluetooth 
transmitter and receiver. 
2.3.4 Head Tracker 
Head tracking was done by streaming gyroscope data from a head-mounted iPhone 5s 
over Wi-Fi to the control computer (Figure 5). Magnetometer data was not used, because it was 
subject to interference from the speakers. In order to preserve gyroscope accuracy over time and 
combat “sensor drift,” the participant’s head angle was automatically recalibrated each time they 
re-acquired a navigation task fixation cross after responding to a SAGAT probe, since their head 
angle was known at this point. The head mount was a construction helmet that participants were 
able to adjust to get a comfortable fit. 
                              
Figure 4. BC (left) and AC (right) devices with smartphone head-tracker helmet. 
                                                






3.2.5 Input device  
Participants gave their responses by pressing the face buttons on a Bluetooth PlayStation 
4 controller4 (see Figure 5).  
 
Figure 5. Wireless Playstation 4 controller used for input. 
2.3.6 Audio Software and Hardware  
The software was written in Python 2.7. Visual output was handled by the Kivy graphic 
user interface module5, and was mirrored to four screens via a VGA splitter box. Part of each 
screen was covered so that the participant saw the appropriate visual items. The software listened 
to input from an iPhone head tracker application that transmitted gyroscope data via UDP to the 
control computer. Audio output was handled by the PYO digital signal-processing Python 
library6. Output was routed out of a computer into two networked 10-channel USB audio 
interfaces, providing one channel of output for each monitor speaker, as well as two channels 
(left and right) for the headphones. These last two channels were routed through two headphone 
amplifiers (to achieve sufficient volume) and then broadcasted over a Bluetooth transmitter to 
either the BC headphones or a Bluetooth receiver plugged into the AC earbuds. 
                                                
4 DualShock 4 Wireless Controller. n.d. Retrieved from https://www.playstation.com/en-
us/explore/accessories/dualshock-4-wireless-controller-ps4/ 
 
5 Kivy (Version 1.8). (2016). Retrieved from https://kivy.org/ 




2.4.1 Auditory Objects  
Critical SA elements when cycling or walking include the location of nearby vehicles 
which may pose a threat to one’s person. Thus, SA questions were inquiries about two auditory 
objects that could pose a danger to a pedestrian or cyclist– a motor scooter and a car. These 
sounds were intentionally similar, and might fail to be segregated from each other or the overall 
soundscape if segregation was degraded, just as would be true in a real-world listening scenario. 
Schuett and Walker (2013) concluded that participants can be expected to monitor and 
comprehend up to three continuous auditory streams simultaneously, with exceptions and 
caveats. Thus, the task of monitoring the positions of the two virtual vehicles should have been 
possible for participants, but difficult to achieve in the presence of distraction without 
degradation. 
2.4.2 Distractor Music 
 The music used, shown in Figure 6, was the song “As Colorful as Ever” by artist “Broke 
for Free” (Cascino, 2012). This song was used under an Attribution-Noncommercial 3.0 
International License. The song had no vocals, and could be described as a “groove” drum beat 
with prominent strings and clean guitar throughout. This song was selected because it was 
homogenous, lacking sudden onset features, and loop-able without the looping being too 
noticeable, without being repetitive in a way that was unpleasant to listen to for an extended 
period of time. Participants spent a significant amount of time listening to the song, so the song 
was selected to minimize their annoyance. Importantly, participants were not given any 






Figure 6. Waveform (above) and spectrogram (below) for distractor music. The ordinate 
represents time and abscissa the overall intensity (above) or the intensity within each frequency 
band, in hz (below). Visualizations generated using Sonic Visualizer7. 
2.4.3 Implementation of Spatialization Effects 
 For the present study, a set of virtual spatialization effects was developed. These effects used a 
combination of a generalized head-related transfer function (HRTF) simulation of spectral cues, 
simulation of ILDs by manipulating left and right channel volume, and simulation of ITDs by 
slightly desyncing left and right audio signals. All of these elements changed in real-time as the 
participant turned their head. A simple, pre-processed reverberation effect was applied using the 
                                                
7 Cannam, C. Landone, C., and Sandler, M. (2010). Sonic Visualiser: An Open Source Application for 
Viewing, Analysing, and Annotating Music Audio Files, in Proceedings of the ACM Multimedia 




program Audacity8. This reverberation effect was tuned to match the size of the experiment 
room, but was a generic effect rather than an acoustic simulation that accounted for sound travel 
throughout the room in a realistic manner. The reverberation effect did affect the overall sound 
intensity and frequency content, so it was kept for the “no effects” sound as well, in the interest 
of keeping the sound intensity the same. The HRTF function that was used was the open source 
Python Module Headspace9. This module used the publicly available left and right ear impulse 
tables from Gardner and Martin (1994), who used a KEMAR dummy head for recording. 
All of these dynamic changes were turned off for the No Effects conditions. One 
headphone was also turned off for the “one-ear” conditions. Whether this was the left or right ear 
was randomized. Additionally, for the AC-one-ear conditions, that headphone was removed from 
the participant’s ear after the software played a prompt indicating which earbud to remove. For 
the “no effects” conditions, the HRTF function was applied constantly as if the sound were at 0 
degrees (straight ahead). This was done to better match the average volume and frequency 
content between the No Effects and With Effects conditions.  
2.4.4 Simulated Environment and Target Sounds  
The environmental soundscape consisted of a persistent background sound with up to two 
overlaid target vehicle sounds. The background sound was played throughout each experimental 
block, and consisted of calm city ambience with a minimum of individually distinguishable 
vehicle sounds (Figure 7). The two vehicle sounds were seamlessly loop-able recordings of the 
engine/driving sounds of a motor scooter (Figure 8) and a car (Figure 9). Each sound was a 





combination of a combustion engine sustaining a steady speed (there were no audible 
acceleration patterns or changes over time), combined with the sound of rushing wind. 
.  
 
Figure 7. Waveform (above) and spectrogram (below) for ambient noise sound. The ordinate 
represents time and abscissa the overall intensity (above) or the intensity within each frequency 







Figure 8. Waveform (above) and spectrogram (below) for “scooter” target sound. The ordinate 
represents time and abscissa overall intensity, or intensity within each frequency band, in hz. 
 
 
Figure 9. Waveform (above) and spectrogram (below) for “car” target sound. The ordinate 




Each vehicle had a simulated position, speed and direction of movement in 2D space. 
These parameters were generated anew each time a vehicle was reset after fading into the 
distance. Position, speed and direction were all generated in a pseudo-random fashion (normally 
distributed about a mean, with bounds, see Figure 10). The position of origin, direction, and 
speed were generated such that that each vehicle would ‘pass by’ the listener, without passing 
directly through them or necessarily getting close, and then recede into the distance over the 
course of, on average, 15 seconds. For example, if a car was randomly generated such that it 
entered from in front of the listener and to their right, the parameter bounds were set so that it 
would move towards the rear and left of the listener. Within those constraints, parameters were 
generated in the aforementioned bounded Gaussian-random fashion.  
 
Figure 10. Example vehicle paths. The bold exterior circle indicates the maximum allowable 
vehicle distance. Vehicles always de-spawned when reaching this outer circle, and were re-
spawned elsewhere along the circle. The grey interior circle represents the clearly audible range 
for vehicles. Vehicles were ‘present’ when they were inside of this inner circle. Dashed lines 
represent different vehicle speeds. 
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Once generated, vehicles moved in a straight line, with a constant speed and direction, 
until they exited the defined bounds of the simulation space (Figure 10). Speed and direction 
were represented as a two-item vector. These values were bounded such that each vehicle took 
around 10-20 seconds to pass by the listener and fade away completely. Thus, rather than 
moving rapidly by the listener, vehicles were relatively stable entities, and sometimes persisted 
across multiple SA probes. This feature of the task was tuned to (a) reflect real-world listening 
conditions, (b) allow the listener time to perceive vehicle locations and build up auditory 
streams, and (c) nonetheless require that the participant keep track of and continually refresh 
vehicle locations, rather than relying on memory. 
The position of each vehicle was represented through smooth panning amongst the 16 
speakers (‘ambisonics’ were not used), adjustment of sound intensity based on the distance from 
the participant, and a simulated Doppler effect that modified the frequency of the vehicle sound 
based on its current distance and velocity relative to the listener (Hiebert, 2005). Sound intensity 
was calibrated so that each vehicle sound reached approximately 65 dBA at its closest distance. 
Volume was calibrated so that: (a) distractor music did not drown out target vehicles entirely; (b) 
conversely, vehicle sounds did not overpower distractor music; and of course (c) target vehicles, 
music and ambient sounds averaged well below OSHA standards for 1-2 hours of exposure (U.S. 
Department of Labor, 1996). The fact that calibration was performed in this way is important to 
interpreting the results. Results may be generalizable to situations in which a person is listening 
with moderate volume relative to target sounds that have moderate difficulty overpowering 
ambient noise. This intentionally aligns with the task of the cyclist or pedestrian, and with what 
many participants said about their habits when cycling, jogging or walking (i.e., that they “keep 
the volume turned down”), but it should be noted that extremely loud distractor music would be 
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expected to have different outcomes. The purpose of this study was to investigate scenarios in 
which target sounds were not entirely masked, but were sometimes difficult to segregate into 
auditory streams or keep track of if the vehicle was close and moving quickly; simulation 
parameters were calibrated to create these kinds of difficulty for participants. 
Once a vehicle moved far enough away (far past the point of audibility), it spent a period 
of time being inaudible (for most of this time, it had an actual volume of zero). During the time 
in which the vehicle was inaudible, if the participant was asked if that vehicle is present, the 
correct answer would have been ‘no.’ If a vehicle was currently rendered with a volume that 
should be clearly audible to a participant with normal or corrected to normal hearing, the correct 
answer would have been ‘yes.’ For a brief period in which vehicle volume was greater than zero 
but less than a volume an unimpeded listener could reasonably be expected to hear (a threshold 
determined by the experimenter), no SA probes were given. Thus, if a person responded with 
‘not present’ when a vehicle was present, it was not because that vehicle had faded out of 
earshot, or was about to fade into earshot, but likely due to inattention, failures in stream 
segregation, etc.  
After a Gaussian-random interval, bounded by 5 and 10 seconds, vehicle parameters were 
reset, and the vehicle was re-created with a new position just outside the edge of the audible 
simulation space with a new speed, position and direction. A few seconds after this, the vehicle 
would re-enter audible range (see Figure 10). 
2.5 Procedure 
2.5.1 Navigation Task 
For the majority of the study session, participants performed a simple visual-manual task 
referred to as the “navigation task.” This task was included to simulate the rotation that a person 
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would undertake in order to move through the world, and thus give the head-tracked virtual 
spatialization effects a chance to have an impact. Additionally, this task reflected, in a broad 
sense, some of the visual and cognitive actions a person might take to navigate in an urban 
environment: looking ahead, evaluating whether a “turn” was required, and executing a turn if 
appropriate. 
To perform this task, participants were asked to look at one of four displays that were 
situated at 0, 90, 180, and 270 (-90) degrees, close to eye level. At all times, three of the displays 
were blank, while the fourth showed a fixation cross. Participants were instructed to look at the 
fixation cross. At intervals of four to eight seconds, the display with the fixation cross changed to 
show either a right or left arrow. Upon seeing one of these arrows, participants rotated their chair 
90 degrees to the left or right, in accordance with the direction of the arrow. They then began 
looking at this new display, which now showed the fixation cross. Performance on this 
navigation task was not analyzed. However, data from the head tracker was used to confirm that 
participants were complying with these instructions. 
2.5.2 Listening Task 
 Participants were also instructed to perform a listening task. They were explicitly 
instructed to keep track of the current position of two vehicle sounds: a car and a scooter. During 
the instruction period, they were given repeated exposure to these sounds, and were given the 
option of continued training until they verbally indicated that they were able to tell them apart 
and recall which was which.  
2.5.3 SA Probes 
 Periodically, all sounds ceased and the fixation cross display changed to show an SA-
related question about the vehicles. Questions were displayed visually, without any 
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accompanying audio. This method of blanking the environment and then asking questions about 
it was adapted from the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) method, 
commonly used to measure internal SA (Endsley, 2000). Alkhanifer and Ludi (2015) used a 
similar adaptation of SAGAT to study the SA of blind users of an assistive orienting device. The 
three types of probes were inspired by Endsley’s three levels of SA and reflect different levels of 
understanding of the participant’s auditory environment. However, they did not directly 
correspond to the three SA levels, due to limitations of the simulated environment making it 
difficult to ask higher-level synthesis questions. 
2.5.3.1 Vehicle Presence Probes 
 If the prompt read “Press the green triangle button if the [car/scooter] is currently present 
and the red circle button if the [car/scooter] is currently absent” the participant needed to respond 
“yes” if the given vehicle’s sounds were audible just before the audio was cut, and “no” if not. 
Responses were later categorized as “correct” or “incorrect.” This question addressed having a 
bare minimum knowledge of what was in the environment, similar to Endsley’s characterization 
of Level 1 SA. 
2.5.3.2 Vehicle Localization Probes 
If the prompt read “Turn your head toward the current location of the [car/scooter] and 
press the green triangle button” they needed to turn their head (often their body as well) toward 
the target sound source, then press a button on the gamepad to indicate their response direction. 
While knowing the location of an object undoubtedly reflects a more thorough understanding of 
the situation compared to knowing which vehicles were present, it does not require synthesis of 
elements, or relating objects back to the task at hand, that would make this a Level 2 SA 
question. For this and the final question type, the participant’s response angle was recorded, in 
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addition to the true angle of the vehicle at the moment just before the question was asked. Later, 
these values were used to compute hit rates, as well as a continuous RMSE score.  
2.5.3.3 Predicted Vehicle Location Probes 
Finally, if the prompt read “Turn your head to where you would expect the [car/scooter] 
to be in five seconds and press the green triangle button” the participant would point their head 
toward where they thought the target sound would be five seconds into the future and press the 
response button. This question was inspired by Endsley’s Level 3 SA. However, while it did 
require predicting where an object would be in the future, it again did not require schema-
matching, synthesis, or sense of what future action would need to be taken, and as such was not a 
Level 3 SA probe. However, once again, performance on this question did reflect a more 
complete understanding of SA elements compared to the other two probes. 
2.5.3.4 Pattern of Probes  
When a participant responded to each probe, or a 20 second cutoff was reached, the 
participant heard a confirmation tone, and voice instructions telling them to look back at the 
fixation cross display and wait for sounds to resume, which would occur after a brief interval so 
that they had time to get situated. This interval was 10 seconds if it was within the first five trials 
in a condition, because for these initial trials, a voice recording played to remind the participant 
to look back at the fixation cross. For the remaining trials in each condition, the duration was 5 
seconds, and the voice recording did not play.  
Each trial had, on average, a 12 second time between the sounds starting up again, and 
administration of the next trial, during which participants returned to performing the navigation 
and listening tasks. These wait times were randomly generated as an integer between 10 and 14 
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seconds. For each condition, 8 trials were administered for each SAGAT prompt type, for a total 
of 24 trials.  
2.5.4 Self-Report Questions 
After each condition, participants completed the NASA TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988) and a 
set of questions regarding their perception of spatialization of the distractor sounds. Both were 
administered using an iPad using an online survey tool. The questions about spatialization 
effectiveness were Likert items on a scale of 1-6. The first two related to lateralization and 
localization, while the second two inquired specifically about externality (Appendix C). 
2.6 Experiment Design 
While performing the navigation and SA listening tasks, each participant listened to 
distractor music in one of four distracted conditions, and additionally in a No Distractor 
condition included to assess what typical performance might look like on the SA listening task. 
“Device type” was varied in a between-subjects fashion: some participants used AC headphones 
while others used BC headphones (Table 1). Within their assigned device type, each participant 
experienced four distractor conditions (one ear or two ears, and no virtual spatialization effects 
vs. virtual spatialization effects) as well as the No Distractor condition, in counterbalanced order 
using a Latin Square. Participants experienced 24 trials for a condition in a single sequence, 








Table 1.  
Conditions experienced by each participant 
Ears Used No Spatialization Effects With Spatialization Effects 
No Ears (No Distractor) (No Distractor) 
One Ear One Ear + No Effects Two Ears + With Effects 
Two Ears Two Ears + No Effects Two Ears + With Effects 
Note. Each participant was also assigned to either AC or BC headphone type condition. 
2.6.1 Dependent Variables  
2.6.1.1 Accuracy 
Accuracy (hit rate) for the vehicle presence questions was operationalized as the rate of 
correct responses– that is, the rate at which participants correctly stated that a vehicle was 
present or absent in the environment. Accuracy for the localization and probes was 
operationalized as the rate at which participants were less than 40 degrees off from the true 
location of the target. This accuracy metric was designed to indicate whether the participant 
generally knew where the vehicle was, or not. The 40-degree threshold was created to reflect this 
reality. A response outside of this 80-degree arc was likely to be either a guess, a reversal, or 
confusion with the other vehicle. Accuracy for predicted location questions was defined as the 
rate at which participants were less than 40 degrees off from the true future location of the target. 
2.6.1.2 Localization Error 
Localization error was used as a continuous measure of error magnitude for location and 
predicted location questions. This was defined as the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the 
difference scores, in degrees, between a participant’s response angle and the true angle of a 
target at the time of the probe. RMSE was used in order to provide greater weight to more 
egregious errors, reflecting the reality of distracted navigation tasks in which larger errors are 
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more likely to lead to adverse events, while small errors may be less consequential in terms of 
allowing informed avoidance of hazards. Reversals were not removed before calculating RMSE. 
2.6.1.3 Workload.  
Self-reported workload was measured via the NASA TLX survey instrument, which 
produced a composite score on a 0-100 scale. Specific subscales were not analyzed. 
2.6.1.4 Self-Report Questions 
Scores on the five self-report questions (four relating to perceptions of spatialization, and 
one relating to perceived audibility of target sounds) were recorded as a value from 1 to 6 
indicating the participant’s selected response. 
2.6.2 Analyses 
            For each of the task performance metrics as well as the NASA TLX scores, a Hyunh-
Feldt 3-way mixed within-between ANOVA was conducted, with Bonferroni corrected post-hoc 
t-tests to consider simple effects if interactions were found. The three independent variables were 
(1) device type, with levels “bone conduction (BC)” and “air conduction (AC);” (2) “ears used” 
with levels “one ear” and “two ears;” and (3) “spatialization effect presence” with levels “no 
effects and “with effects.” 
The self-report spatialization variables were analyzed via nonparametric methods to make 
select comparisons of interest– those that spoke to the subjective effectiveness of the 
spatialization effects. Specifically, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to assess differences in 







It was hypothesized that there would be higher task performance and lower self-reported 
workload when spatialization effects were used, compared to when they were not used, across all 
task performance metrics. 
It was hypothesized that there would be higher task performance and lower self-reported 
workload when one ear was used, compared to two, across all task performance metrics. It was 
hypothesized that there would be a performance decrease when one ear - effects was used, 
compared to one ear-no effects, due to the effects being confusing when only one ear was used. 
It was hypothesized that there would be higher task performance and lower self-reported 
workload when BC headphones were used, compared to AC headphones. It was hypothesized 
that there would be a performance decrease when BC-effects was used, compared to BC-no 
effects, due to uncompensated spatialization effects being less effective over BC. 
Finally, it was hypothesized that spatialization effects would lead to higher scores on self-






3.1 Task Performance and Workload 
3.1.1 Spatialization Effect Presence 
Adding spatialization effects had mixed consequences for task performance, depending 
on the type of probe. Participants had lower accuracy on presence probes when effects were 
present (see Figure 12). However, they had lower localization probe error and higher accuracy 
when effects were present. An explanation for this pattern is explored in the discussion. 
There was a significant main effect of spatialization effect presence on vehicle presence 
task accuracy, F(1,53) = 5.38, p = .024, η"#  = .09. Figure 11 illustrates that participants had a 
higher presence task accuracy when effects were absent (M = 0.67, SD = 0.12) compared to 




Figure 11. Vehicle presence accuracy by number of ears and effect presence (headphone type 
collapsed). Line reflects No Distractor performance. 
While the effects led to a performance decrease for vehicle presence questions, for 
localization probes, the opposite was true (see Figure 12). There was a significant main effect of 
spatialization effect presence on localization probe error, F(1,53) = 6.21, p = .016, η"#  = .11. 
Localization probe error was smaller when effects were present, (M = 83.71, SD = 17.47), 
compared to when effects were absent, (M = 89.64, SD = 14.80). Relatedly, there was a 
significant main effect of spatialization effect presence on localization accuracy, F(1,53) = 7.02, 
p = .011, η"#  = .12. Localization accuracy was greater when effects were present, (M = 0.41, SD = 
0.18), compared to when effects were absent, (M = 0.35, SD = 0.05). For all other task 




Figure 12. Localization RMSE by number of ears and effect presence (headphone type 
collapsed). Line reflects No Distractor performance. 
 
3.1.2 Ears Used 
 Overall, participants performed better when hearing music in one ear than when hearing 
music in both ears. This comparison was the only one that led to significantly different NASA 
TLX scores, indicating that participants were consistently able to self-report this difference. This 
is an especially notable difference in light of the fact that all other main effects and interactions 
were nonsignificant for NASA TLX scores (Appendix B). 
There was a significant main effect of ears used on presence task accuracy, F(1,53) = 
4.29, p = .043, η"#  = .08. Participants had higher accuracy when music was presented in one ear 
(M = 0.67, SD = 0.13) compared to two ears (M = 0.62, SD = .14). In addition, there was a 
significant main effect of ears used on localization task error, F(1,53) = 4.56, p = .037 , η"#  =.08. 
Participants had lower mean localization task error when music was presented in one ear (M = 
83.73, SD = 17.04) compared to two ears (M = 89.63, SD = 16.96). For all other task 
performance variables, the main effect of ears used was nonsignificant (see Appendix A). 
Finally, there was a significant main effect of ears used on NASA TLX scores, F(1,53) = 12.05, 
p = .001, η"#  = .19. Participants had lower self-reported workload when music was presented in 
one ear (M = 40.15, SD = 12.32) compared to two ears (M = 45.56, SD = 13.42).  
3.1.3 Headphone Type 
There were no differences between AC and BC for vehicle presence or localization 
questions (keeping in mind that the volume was kept moderate and subjectively matched 
between device types, and the AC earbuds used were not heavily obstructing), but for the 
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predicted location questions, the minor advantages inherent to the BC device had a significant 
impact. 
There was a significant main effect of headphone type on predicted location task error, 
F(1,53) = 7.80, p = .007, η"#  = .04. Figure 13 illustrates that participants who heard music 
through BC headphones (M = 87.69, SD = 11.11) had lower mean error compared to participants 
who heard music through AC headphones (M = 96.06, SD = 11.11). For all other task 
performance variables, the main effects of headphone type were nonsignificant (see Appendix 
A). 
 
Figure 13. Predicted location RMSE by device type. Line reflects No Distractor performance. 
3.1.4 Ears Used by Headphone Type  
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For all other task performance variables, the interaction between ears used and 
headphone type was nonsignificant (Appendix A). 
 
3.1.5 Spatialization Effect Presence by Headphone Type  
The interaction between spatialization effect presence and headphone type was non-
significant across all task performance variables (see Appendix A). 
3.1.6 Spatialization Effect Presence by Ears Used  
The interaction between spatialization effect presence and ears used on localization task 
error was significant, F(1,53) = 4.70, p = .035, η"#  = .08. To analyze this interaction effect, scores 
were first collapsed across headphone type. 
When one ear was used, the effect of spatialization effects on vehicle localization error 
was significant, t(54) = 3.30, p = .016. When participants heard music in one ear, they had a 
lower localization error when they heard music with spatialization effects (M = 78.13, SD = 
23.03) compared to when they heard music without spatialization effects (M = 89.24, SD = 
78.13). However, when two ears were used, the effect of spatialization effects on localization 
probe error was not significant (see Figure 14). This pattern was initially surprising, but a likely 
explanation was forthcoming (see discussion section). 
When spatialization effects were absent, the effect of ears used on localization error was 
not significant. When spatialization effects were present, the effect of ears used on localization 
task error was significant t(54) = -2.96, p = .040. Overall, when participants heard music with 
spatialization effects, they had lower localization error when hearing music in one ear (M = 
78.13, SD = 23.03) than when they heard it in two ears (M = 89.28, SD = 21.42). For all other 
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task performance variables, (including localization accuracy, see Figure 15) the interaction 
between spatialization effect presence and ears used was not significant. 
 
Figure 14. Localization RMSE by number of ears and effect presence (headphone type 




Figure 15. Localization accuracy by number of ears and effect presence (headphone type 
collapsed). Line reflects No Distractor performance. 
3.1. Three-way Interactions 
The three-way interaction between spatialization effect presence, ears used, and 
headphone type on presence probe response time was nonsignificant for all task performance 
variables. 
3.2 Self-Report Spatialization Questions 
To the extent that participants were able to self-report, the spatialization effects were only 
moderately effective, and may have induced a sense of lateralization, rather than externalization.  
When one ear was used, the effect of spatialization effect presence on self-reported 
“directionality” was nonsignificant, Z = -0.56, p = .573 (Appendix B). However, when two ears 
were used, the effect of spatialization effect presence on self-reported “directionality” was 
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significant, Z = -2.10, p = .036. As shown in Figure 16, when spatialization effects were absent 
(M = 2.07, SD = 1.00), participants gave lower self-reported music “directionality” ratings than 
when effects were present (M = 2.63, SD = 1.37).  
 
Figure 16. Self-reported “directionality” (collapsed across headphone type). 
The effect of spatialization effect presence was nonsignificant for self-reported 
“localizability,” whether one ear, Z = -0.80, p = .422, or two ears were used, Z = -1.53, p = .124. 
There were no significant differences in “externality” for either one ear, Z = -0.33, p = .745, or 
two ears, Z = -0.52, p = .602. Similarly, the effect of spatialization effect presence on “all-
around-ness” was nonsignificant for one ear, Z = -0.68, p = .494, as well as two, Z = -0.98, p = 
.327.  
Although differences were not significant, observed “externality” and “localizability” 
means were greater in the “effects” conditions, and observed “all-around-ness” means were 
smaller. It is also worth noting that the scores for “directionality” and “localizability” were less 
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than half of the maximum possible score when two ears and effects were used; regardless of 
differences between “effects” and “no effects”, ratings were relatively low throughout for these 
measures. Relatedly, responses for “externality” were close to or below the midpoint of the scale 






Whether using a BC or AC device, listening to music in one ear led to performance 
increases at multiple levels of probe difficulty. As such, the common practice (according to 
participants) of leaving one earbud “out” can be recommended. This effect was present for BC as 
well, indicating that the effect is not solely a matter of leaving one ear physically unobstructed. 
Unsurprisingly, masking is more impactful– a finding in line with May et al. (2017). The 
performance increase from listening in only one ear was present for both presence and 
localization questions, and participants reported lower workload when using one ear. This last 
finding is especially notable in light of the fact that no other significant effects were found on 
NASA TLX scores. 
Performance differences between BC and AC headphones, subjectively loudness-
matched as they were in this study, and with moderately sound-blocking plastic earbuds, were 
only detected for the predicted location questions. In the real world, being able to predict the path 
nearby vehicles will take is important to being able to respond appropriately to possible dangers- 
the other two question types are necessary but not sufficient for informed action. The presence of 
this difference was most likely attributable to the different audibility thresholds of BC hearing/ 
limited device transduction capabilities, leading to decreased masking of low and high 
frequencies, and additionally to the fact that target sounds were not subjected to any frequency-
selective “muffling.” The fact that no advantages were observed for the lower-level SA probe 
types indicates that the slight perceptual degradation introduced by ear-obstructing earbuds may 
only be detrimental for more complex environmental judgments (motion perception, in this 
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case). It may be that slight degradations to early auditory object perception “snowballs” and can 
lead to significant impairments when such information is aggregated to build higher-level SA.   
From a practical standpoint, this is an important difference. These results provide 
evidence that BC headphones can be recommended for pedestrian and cyclist safety, with the 
important caveat that choosing a low volume and using only a single ear (if possible) both can be 
expected to remain more impactful than the choice of headphone type. 
Spatialization effects had mixed effects on participant SA. They led to decreased 
performance on presence probes, but led to increased performance on localization probes. 
Unexpectedly, the increased localization probe performance was found exclusively when one ear 
was used, which removed the ability of the listener to perceive the ITD and ILD components of 
the spatialization effects, but preserved a noticeable level change with head movement (a 
“pseudo ILD”) as well as the generalized HRTF spectral manipulations.  
In seeking an explanation for this pattern, it was observed that when the spatialization 
effects were applied, music was rendered with an 18.75% average increase in sound intensity. 
This intensity difference was due to an error in the way the ILD effect was implemented. The 
effect boosted intensity in the proximal ear but never dropped intensity in the distal ear below its 
baseline volume, which was what both ears were set to in the “no effects” conditions. This likely 
explains why performance was lower for the “presence” probes: it was harder for participants to 
detect faint vehicle sounds, due to increased simultaneous-masking caused by the increase in 
mean sound intensity. However, the presence of this intensity differences makes the positive 
impact of effects-present playback on localization probe performance (when one ear was used) 
more notable. In this scenario, participants performed better on SA tasks when a louder distractor 
was played to them. This loudness difference likely had a slight detrimental effect on localization 
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probe performance, which was evidently offset by advantageous properties of the spatialization 
effects. As such, one might expect an even larger performance increase to localization 
performance if sound intensity were properly matched between effects and no-effects conditions.  
When two ears were presented to, the ILD implementation led to an intensity increase in 
both ears, which would have increased masking of vehicle sounds and decreased task 
performance. However, when both ears were used, this intensity increase may have been more 
detrimental to performance because the average intensity increase was, in effect, twice as large. 
Additionally, there were issues with the HRTF implementation that introduced problems 
exclusively in the two ears + effects conditions. Instead of continuously updating, HRTFs 
updated at the boundaries of ~20 degree arcs. Within these arcs, there was no interpolation. As 
such, the majority of the time, the HRTF effect did not precisely agree with the ILD and ITD 
effects. Since these latter effects were nonfunctional in the one-ear conditions, any confusion 
resulting from this disagreement would not have been present in those conditions.  
Research presently underway will correct the issues with the “with effects” conditions by 
correcting the volume imbalance and adding interpolation to the HRTF effect, and additionally 
investigate the addition of an adaptive component to the spatialization. It will evaluate (a) 
whether the disadvantages to vehicle presence performance go away with these corrections and 
(b) whether vehicle localization or predicted location advantages appear for two-eared 
presentation. 
There are still conclusions to be drawn from the present data, even in light of this 
methodological issue. From a practical standpoint, despite the fact that task difficulty is slightly 
increased from a spatial auditory processing standpoint, listeners may benefit from virtual 
distractor sounds being spatialized. In the present study, these benefits were seen across 
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headphone types. While BC devices introduce difficulties to achieving convincing spatial audio, 
in this case, spatialization effects were effective in increasing localization probe performance 
with each headphone type, and even in the one ear-BC condition. 
The presence of this effect implies that, for the task of tracking several vehicles while 
listening to music, the ventral task of keeping distractors segregated from vehicle sounds may be 
a greater source of difficulty/ bottlenecking compared to the dorsal task of spatially modeling 2-3 
auditory objects. This broader implication is to some extent specific to scenarios with a difficulty 
profile similar to the one used for this study. The vehicles were (1) two in number; and (2) 
similar sounding, but distinguishable under ideal listening conditions. This reflects a common 
scenario for cyclists, in which they need to remain aware of several nearby cars that might veer 
into their lane, turn across them, or stop suddenly. Pedestrians at street crossings face a similar 
issue. A person crossing the street essentially needs to be able to detect and localize the nearest 
car coming from the left, and the nearest car coming from the right. These results indicate that, in 
this common type of situation, stream segregation is the more difficult cognitive-perceptual 
problem compared to spatial processing and tracking, and as such, stream segregation should be 
targeted by new technologies that will endeavor to keep us aware of the world around us as we 
receive information and entertainment via headphones. 
From the perspective of dual processing stream theory, it is worth noting that this study 
was a case in which an intervention that was designed to decrease primarily-ventral task 
difficulty while moderately increasing primarily-dorsal task difficulty, led to an advantage in 
vehicle localization, which is a primarily-dorsal stream task. As such, these results provide some 
evidence for either feedback or continuous cross-talk models. Facilitating the formation of 
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clearer auditory streams seems to have influenced proficiency in the dorsal task of spatially 
mapping the soundscape. 
Finally, in understanding the meaning of these results, it is important to make the 
distinction between what was and was not achieved with the spatial audio effects used in this 
study. While the effects used in this study did lead to significantly increased self-reported 
“directionality,” it is apparent that they were not successful at creating the perception of 
externality. As such, results may reflect “lateralization plus” rather than full spatialization. 
However, while this distinction is not ordinarily drawn, the majority of research on stream 
segregation has, in fact, essentially tested the efficacy of “direction of origin” as a stream 
segregation cue, rather than “apparent point of origin in 3D space.” Essentially, lateralization, in 
this case also able to be characterized as “directionality,” is the stream segregation cue that was 
utilized in this research, which reflects the manner in which spatial cues have been evaluated in 
the past. 
More successful spatialization effects could contain additional channels of information 
that could be used as segregation cues, but these could also add difficulty to the multi-tasking 
listener’s task, and may in fact not be necessary. First, it is possible that externality itself 
provides a separate segregation cue, and that keeping computing sounds lateralized rather than 
externalized is actually preferable. This cue may or may not be distinct from the cue of apparent 
distance, which is itself confounded with sound intensity, but nonetheless could be delineated as 
a separate cue from a practical/technology design standpoint. 
Second, the manner in which a sound reverberates, including the timing and angle of 
early and late reflections, has been suggested by Cusack and Carlyon (2004) as yet another 
stream segregation cue that would be present with high-fidelity, externalization-inducing spatial 
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audio effects. However, this facet of externalized audio could be a source of great difficulty to 
the listener, if the simulated acoustic space was complex and highly echoic; highly echoic spaces 
have been shown to double localization error versus anechoic spaces (Hafter, Saberi, Jensen & 
Briolle, 1992). In summation, there may be a balance to be struck between realistic acoustic 
simulation needed to induce the perceptual illusion of externalization and the need to create a 
simple, clear virtual auditory environment to minimize auditory processing demands and 
facilitate SA. 
Thus, while externalized spatial audio has clear uses in augmented reality, in which 
sounds ought to correspond with real or virtual objects perceived in other sensory modalities, for 
environment-agnostic computing audio, externalized spatial audio may not be necessary to 
facilitate stream segregation and increase SA. The results of this study suggest that relatively 
crude, lateralized audio, even presented in one ear and/or through an uncompensated BC device, 
is sufficient for this purpose. It may even be true that lateralized audio is preferable, due to (a) 
the potential for externality itself to be a segregation cue and (b) the processing difficulty that 
would be introduced by accurately simulating room echoes and other complex acoustic elements. 
Future work should compare these alternatives, as well as evaluate whether improvements to 
spatial audio effects could mitigate the adverse effects on object presence detection that were 




Appendix A. Task Performance Results 
Table A1. 
Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Vehicle Presence Accuracy. 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC  
No 
Distractor  
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects .71, .19 
One Ear .67, .18 .63, .17 .71, .16 .67, .14  
Two Ear .64, .22 .59, .15 .64, .14 .61, .17  
  Collapsed   
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
0.67, 0.13 .62, .14 .67, .12 .66, .02 .63, .09 .66, .10 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC .66, .11 .61, .11 .69, .12 .65, .11  
BC .67, .12 .64, .11 .64, .13 .60, .11  
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear .69, .17 .65, .16    




Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Vehicle Localization RMSE. 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC  
No 
Distractor  
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects 74.87, 22.03 
One Ear 90.64, 19.12 81.59, 23.13 87.89, 12.20 74.81, 22.88 
Two Ears 89.59, 22.08 86.34, 21.57 90.47, 18.90 92.12, 21.28 
  Collapsed    
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
83.73, 17.04 89.63, 16.96 89.65, 14.80 83.71, 17.47 87.04, 13.56 86.32, 13.56 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC 90.12, 14.80 83.96, 17.46 89.27, 13.42 78.195, 16.11 
BC 89.18, 14.80 83.46, 17.46 90.03, 14.64 89.23, 15.29 
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear 89.24, 19.03 78.13, 23.03    






Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Predicted Vehicle Location RMSE. 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC  
No 
Distractor  
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects 87.70, 19.48 
One Ear 91.35,17.38 98.76, 16.69 90.58, 18.46 85.73, 23.43 
Two Ears 99.16, 18.96 94.97, 21.46 89.02, 24.69 85.33, 14.54 
  Collapsed    
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
91.63, 12.29 92.12, 15.04 92.55, 16.22 91.20, 13.85 96.06, 11.11 87.69, 11.11 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC 95.25, 16.22 96.87, 13.85 91.01, 12.57 92.25, 14.30  
BC 89.85, 16.22 85.53, 13.85 94.09, 15.75 90.15, 13.03 
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear 91.01, 17.77 92.13, 21.26    




Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Vehicle Localization Accuracy (Hit Rate). 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC  
No 
Distractor  
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects .45, .19 
One Ear .32, .18 .44, .22 .38, .21 .44, .23  
Two Ear .31, .21 .38, .23 .37, .19 .37, .20  
  Collapsed   
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
.40, .16 .36, .18 .35, .15 .41, .18 .36, .14 .39, .14 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC .32, .15 .41, .18 .38, .17 .34, .18  
BC .38, .15 .40, .18 .41, .16 .37, .18  
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear .36, 0.20 .44, 0.22    
Two Ears .34, .20 .37, .21    





Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Predicted Vehicle Location Accuracy (Hit Rate). 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC  
No 
Distractor  
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects .29, .17 
One Ear .28, .13 .26, .16 .28, .19 .33, .23  
Two Ears .24, .21 .30, .13 .34, .19 .29, .15  
  Collapsed   
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
.29, .11 .29, .13 .28, .15 .29, .13 .27, .10 .31, .10 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed Across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC .26, .15 .28, 0.13 .27, .11 .27, .13  
BC .31, .15 .31, 0.13 .31, .12 .31, .13  
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear .28, .162 .29, .20    






Appendix B. Self-Report Responses 
Table B1. 
 
Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Self-Reported Directionality. 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC   
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects  
One Ear 2.95, 1.46 3.09, 1.44 3.87, 1.60 3.83, 1.61  
Two Ear 2.41, 0.96 2.82, 1.18 1.75, .944 2.46, 1.53  
  Collapsed   
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
3.44, 1.37 2.36, 1.08 2.75, 1.04 3.05, 1.11 2.69, 1.36 2.92, 1.72 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC 2.68, 1.05 2.96, 1.12 3.02, 1.38 2.61, 1.10  
BC 2.81, 1.03 3.15, 1.09 3.85, 1.35 2.10, 1.07  
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear 3.39, 1.15 3.48, 1.56    




Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Self-Reported Externality. 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC   
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects  
One Ear 3.55, 1.06 3.32, 1.29 3.25, 1.42 3.25, 1.33  
Two Ear 3.00, 1.35 3.05, 1.25 2.88, 1.23 2.96, 1.30  
  Collapsed   
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
3.34, 1.22 2.97, 1.24 3.17, 1.04 3.14, 1.25 3.168, 1.04 3.14, 1.25 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC 3.27, 1.05 3.18, 1.27 3.43, 1.24 3.023, 1.26  
BC 3.06, 1.02 3.10, 1.23 3.25, 1.21 3.023, 1.26  
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear 3.39, 1.26 3.28, 1.29    






Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- Self-Reported Localizability. 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC   
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects  
One Ear 3.45, 1.10 3.23, 1.31 3.46, 1.74 3.04, 1.68  
Two Ear 2.32, 1.13 2.73, 1.24 1.96, 1.33 2.46, 1.53  
  Collapsed  
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
3.30, 1.38 2.37, 1.19 2.80, 1.16 2.86, 1.21 2.80, 1.16 2.86, 1.21 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC 2.89, 1.18 2.98, 1.23 3.34, 1.40 2.30, 1.91  
BC 2.71, 1.15 2.75, 1.20 3.25, 1.37 2.52, 1.21  
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear 3.46, 1.46 3.13, 1.50    




Descriptive statistics (M, SD)- NASA TLX Composite Subjective Workload. 
 
 
  Condition Means   
 AC  BC  
No 
Distractor  
 No Effects Effects No Effects Effects 34.51, 13.44 
One Ear 41.57, 12.93 43.26, 12.78 37.72, 10.50 38.03, 12.49 
Two Ear 46.77, 14.55 49.44, 14.44 44.06, 11.89 41.97, 10.20 
  Collapsed   
One Ear Two Ears No Effects Effects AC BC 
40.15, 12.32 45.56, 13.42 42.53, 11.99 43.17, 12.64 45.26, 12.13 40.45, 12.31 
 Collapsed across Ears Collapsed Across Effect Presence 
 No Effects Effects One Ear Two Ears  
AC 44.17, 12.14 46.35, 12.79 42.42, 12.47 48.10, 13.59 
BC 40.89, 11.84 40.00, 12.47 37.88, 12.16 43.01, 13.25 
 Collapsed across Headphone Type   
 No Effects Effects    
One Ear 39.56, 11.75 40.53, 12.76   




Appendix C. Self-Report Spatialization Questions 
1. To what extent did you perceive the music to be coming from a specific direction?  
(1: clearly did not come from a specific direction)- (6: clearly did come from a specific direction) 
2. To what extent did you perceive the music as coming from a specific location in space?  
(1: clearly did not come from a point in space) --- (6: clearly did come from a point in space) 
3. To what extent did you perceive the music as coming from inside or outside of your head?  
(1: clearly inside) ---------- (6: clearly outside) 
4. To what extent did you perceive the music as coming from all around you? 
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